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Abstract
Background: While research has shown that maternal
mood (depression and/or anxiety) can have effects on
the fetus, little is known about whether maternal positive
and negative affect influences the fetus.
Method: We examined fetal vascular and heart rate
changes at 36 weeks gestation in 53 euthymic mothers
according to their Positive and Negative Affect Scale
(PANAS) scores.
Results: Mothers who reported high levels of negative
affect showed reduced uterine artery flow, decreased
fetal heart rate (fHR) variability, an altered diurnal
pattern, and decreased uterine artery cross-sectional
area compared to mothers who reported low levels of
negative affect. Mothers with low positive affect had
a steeper diurnal pattern in fHR accelerations and
decreased uterine artery mean velocity flow than mothers
with high positive affect.
Limitations: Our observational study suffers from a
small sample size.
Conclusion: Even in the absence of an Axis I Major
Depressive Disorder (MDD), variations in maternal
affect appear to be associated with variations in fetal
and uterine physiology.
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Introduction
The notion that a mother’s mood during pregnancy shapes
the developing fetal brain, which influences risks for
mental and physical health across the life span has been
a part of popular beliefs for millennia (1). Exposure to
maternal mood disturbances during pregnancy is among
the earliest of adverse experiences and has long-term
effects on the offspring (2). While substantial evidence
points to how early life adversity predisposes to poor
mental health and stress adaptation across the life span (3)
little is known about how such affect disorders, whether
postive or negative, influence fetal development during
a typical pregnancy.
An individual’s affective state is now known to be correlated with their health status (4, 5), but why some are more
prone than others to feel anxious, neurotic and threatened
by life’s stressors remains unclear. These tendencies, known
as negative affect (NA), are generally maintained as relatively stable characteristics, with individuals expressing
feelings like anger, contempt, shame, fear and depression
(6). On the other hand, individuals with high positive
affect (which reflects an individual’s enthusiasm, activity,
control and commitment) seem able to maintain a positive outlook over both time and in various situations (7).
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With respect to mother’s mood, research examining
maternal mood disturbances (depression and/or anxiety)
during pregnancy has suggested that it is an independent
risk factor for operative delivery (8), preterm birth (9) and
low birth weight (9). Studies comparing the infants born
to mothers with higher depression scores have noted that
they are at increased risk for decreased motor tone, more
abnormal reflexes, lower activity levels, less robustness and
endurance, increased irritability, and inferior orientation
compared to infants born to mothers with low depression
scores (10, 11). Antenatal depressed mood during pregnancy
has been associated with atypical frontal EEG patterns,
reduced vagal tone, elevated cortisol and norepinephrine,
and lower dopamine and serotonin levels in the offspring
(12). Prenatal maternal anxiety predicts infant temperament
and attention regulation during the first year of life (12, 13),
even when accounting for postnatal maternal psychological
state, consistent with a fetal progamming hypothesis.
Fetuses of mothers who are depressed display a higher
baseline fetal heart rate (fHR), a slower fHR reaction to
an external stimulus, and a longer period to return to fHR
baseline levels after the stimulus compared with fetuses
in a control group (14). Previous work examining how
maternal psychological state affects the fetus has shown
that fetuses of mothers who reported greater daily stress
showed significantly lower fHR variability than the low
stress group. Fetuses of depressed and/or anxious mothers
also show significantly different reactivity to acute maternal
stress and a significantly higher increase in fHR when the
mother was introduced to a lab-induced stressor (15-17).
Thus, there is reason to believe that maternal affect may
also influence fetal physiology and behavior; however,
very little is known on the association between positive
and negative maternal affect and human fetal physiologic
functions during a typical pregnancy. Our aim was to investigate whether there is an association between maternal
affect and fHR variability and Doppler blood flow velocity
variables in the fetal middle cerebral artery (MCA), umbilical artery, and the uterine artery at 36 weeks gestation in
euthymic mothers.
Method
Participants were 53 healthy, pregnant women and their
singleton fetuses. Mothers were recruited during their second trimester (at 26 weeks gestation) from community
midwife clinics and family physician clinics in metropolitan
Vancouver. Informed consent was obtained from all mothers and the study was approved by the University of British
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Columbia Research Ethics Board and the BC Women’s
Hospital Research Review Committee. Inclusion criteria for
this study were singleton pregnancy, confirmed gestational
age, ability to give informed consent, lack of substance
abuse, and no known fetal anomalies. Exclusion criteria
were bipolar disorder, use of psychotropic medications, and
significant maternal medical, obstetrical, or fetal conditions.
Maternal affect and characteristics

We assessed maternal affect using the Positive and Negative
Affect Scale (PANAS). We measured the study participants
daily for 7 days at 36 weeks gestation. This was done to
increase the reliability of the assessment, as it takes into
account fluctuations in mood and provides more robust
estimate of typical levels of positive and negative affect
(18). The PANAS instrument estimates the degree of both
negative and positive “affectiveness.” We used the mean
PA and NA scores for the 7-day period.
The PANAS instrument has been validated in many
samples (7, 18-20) and it has been shown that positive and
negative affect are not significantly correlated implying
that there is divergent validity between the two measures.
We also calculated the Pearson correlation coefficients
between PA and NA scores in our sample and found that
PA and NA were not strongly correlated (ρPA,NA= -0.21).
Thus, each participant was categorized once according to
their NA score and then again according to their PA score.
Maternal characteristics and health history were obtained
from a combination of maternal interviews and medical
records. Mothers were also assessed for depression using the
Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS), a 10-item
self-rated questionnaire intended to assess existence and
severity of depression symptoms that was designed for use
in pregnant women (21). The Hamilton Rating Scale for
Depression (HAM-D) is a 21-item clinician rated scale
that measures the severity of depression in adults with a
range from 0-63. A trained research assistant administered
the clinician rated HAM-D assessments (22).
Experimental protocol

The data collection for this protocol occurred between
January 2007 and March 2010. Study recruits were healthy
women, without any known significant medical conditions.
The pregnancies were considered low risk at the time of
the study. Study participants were asked to eat and drink
normally before they arrived. Women were scanned as close
to 36 weeks and 0 days as possible (sample mean was 36
weeks and 1 day) in an attempt to avoid risk of delivery in
healthy women. They were placed in a semi-recumbant,
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left lateral decubitus position throughout the ultrasound
and the fHR monitoring. The study protocol involved two
2-hour monitoring sessions, a morning session (starting at
approximately 8:15 am) and an afternoon session (starting at
approximately 1:00 pm) on the same day. Fetal and placental
positions were documented by ultrasound. Amniotic fluid
assessment was done to rule out oligohydramnios and
polyhydramnios prior to the start of the study period. The
Doppler ultrasound vascular studies were performed with
an Aloka ProSound 5500 with a curvilinear 4-7 MHz probe
using B mode, color flow and pulse wave Doppler. All scans
were performed by a single Obstetrician/Gynecologist (KL)
who was blinded to the mothers’ PANAS results. In the
first monitoring session, high resolution B mode and pulse
wave Doppler ultrasound was used to measure blood flow
velocity variables (diameter, pulsatility index, peak velocity, blood flow) in three arterial vessels: umbilical, uterine
and fetal middle cerebral arteries (23). Each variable was
measured five times with the mean being used for analysis.
Following the ultrasound portion of the session, the fHR
characteristics were recorded using computerized cardiotocography (Oxford Sonicaid 8002; Oxford Instruments,
U.K.). The Sonicaid system was used for 50 minutes to
collect data on baseline fHR, accelerations, decelerations,
short- and long-term variation, minutes of high episode, as
well as maternally perceived fetal movements. These fHR
variables are commonly used in fetal monitoring procedures
to identify fetuses at risk of metabolic compromise (24,
25). This protocol was repeated in the afternoon sessions.
Between the two sessions, participants were provided a
standard lunch and mothers were encouraged to get up
and move around during the break.
Data analysis

We separated mothers into low and high negative and
positive affect groups using a median split for each dimension. We then used repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) to examine time (morning versus afternoon) by
group (low or high negative or positive affect) differences
in physiological parameters. Univariate analysis of variance
was used to determine differences in maternal group characteristics. A p-value of <0.05 was considered significant.
All statistical analyses were carried out using Stata version
12.0 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas).
Results
This study sample is drawn from a cohort that included
women who were depressed and/or exposed to selective

serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) antidepressants;
156 women were contacted and 92 of those women met
study inclusion criteria and were enrolled - 39 of these
women were experiencing depression or were using SSRI
antidepressants and were thus excluded from this study.
Our final study sample included 53 healthy, pregnant
women and their singleton fetuses.
Maternal and fetal/neonatal characteristics

Table 1 illustrates maternal and fetal characteristics
according to positive and negative affect. There were
no differences in maternal age at birth across any affect
groups. Mothers with high negative affect were more
likely to be nulliparous than mothers with low negative
affect (68.0% versus 55.6%); however, differences were
not statistically significant. The same was true of mothers
with high positive affect (65.4% versus 57.7%). Education
levels also differed slightly according to affect with mothers reporting high negative affect indicating they had
some postsecondary or less, more often than mothers
reporting low negative affect (30.7% versus 18.5%). The
opposite was true for mothers reporting high positive
affect - 19.3% of those mothers reported having some
postsecondary education or less compared to 29.6% of
mothers reporting low positive affect. However, there
were no statistically significant differences in education
level across affect groups and all mothers were highly
educated relative to the general population.
Not surprisingly, there were significant differences across
affect groups in mean Edinburgh Postnatal Depression
Scale (EPDS) scores and Hamilton Depression Scale
(HAM-D); however, mean scores were significantly below
the cut-off values for a positive screen for depressive symptomatology in all groups (relevant cutoff values are 13 or
more for the EPDS and 18 or more for the HAM-D) (26,
27). There were no significant differences in neonatal
outcomes across the groups.
Fetal movements, heart rate and
heart rate variability

Figure 1 illustrates fetal movements, heart rate and heart
rate variability across low and high negative affect groups.
Fetal movement counts (as perceived by the mother) did
not differ between low and high negative affect groups
(F=0.21, P=0.65), nor did they differ across the day
(F=0.00, P=0.95) (Fig. 1F).
Basal heart rate at the onset of each study session was
also not significantly different between high and low negative affect groups (F=0.57, P=0.45), and again there were
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Table 1. Maternal and neonatal characteristics according to positive and negative affect
N=53
Negative affect
Variables

Low (n=27)

High (n=26)

Positive affect
P-value

Low (n=27)

High (n=26)

P-value

Maternal characteristics, mean (sd) or count (%)
Gestational age on fetal study day, weeks

36.2 (0.15)

36.0 (0.10)

0.16

36.1 (0.14)

36.1 (0.12)

0.76

Age, yrs

34.2 (4.5)

33.9 (5.2)

0.80

34.6 (5.1)

33.5 (4.6)

0.41

0

15 (55.6)

17 (68.0)

15 (57.7)

17 (65.4)

1

10 (37.0)

8 (32.0)

2

2 (7.4)

0 (0.0)

1

8 (29.6)

2
3
4

Number of previous live births
10 (38.5)

8 (30.8)

1 (3.9)

1 (3.9)

10 (40.0)

8 (30.8)

10 (38.5)

11 (40.7)

10 (40.0

11 (42.3)

10 (38.5)

3 (11.1)

4 (16.0)

4 (15.4)

3 (11.5)

5 (18.5)

1 (4.0)

3 (11.5)

3 (11.5)

0.21

0.63

Number of pregnancies

0.21

0.68

Maternal education
High school or less

1 (3.7)

3 (11.5)

3 (11.1)

1 (3.9)

Some postsec

4 (14.8)

5 (19.2)

5 (18.5)

4 (15.4)

Postsec completed

10 (37.0)

12 (46.1)

11 (44.0)

10 (38.5)

Post-graduate

11 (40.7)

6 (23.1)

7 (28.0)

10 (38.5)

0.72

EPDS score

2.7 (3.2)

6.8 (4.7)

<0.01

6.3 (5.1)

3.0 (2.9)

0.01

HAM-D score

5.0 (4.7)

9.8 (5.9)

<0.01

9.6 (3.4)

5.0 (4.1)

<0.01

3450.96 (432.3)

3621.4 (643.0)

0.16

3556.7 (426.4)

3509.2 (442.0)

0.69

0.54

Neonatal characteristics
Birth weight (grams)
Birth length (cm)

51.9 (2.6)

51.9 (2.4)

0.99

52.2 (2.7)

51.6 (2.2)

0.38

Head circ, (cm)

35.0 (1.3)

35.4 (1.3)

0.25

35.3 (1.3)

35.2 (1.4)

0.77

Gestational age at birth, (weeks)

39.9 (1.2)

40.2 (1.1)

0.38

40.2 (1.1)

39.9 (1.2)

0.39

1 min Apgar

8.6 (0.8)

8.5 (1.2)

0.80

8.5 (1.2)

8.6 (0.8)

0.89

5 min Apgar

9.0 (0.4)

9.0 (0.3)

0.95

9.0 (0.4)

8.9 (0.3)

0.42

no significant differences between morning and afternoon
(F=0.59, P=0.44) (Fig. 1A). However, differences in fHR
variability indices emerged between groups and across
the day. There was a significant time-by-group interaction
regarding short-term variations across the day (F=3.89,
P=0.05) (Fig. 1B). There was little or no change across the
day among the high NA group whereas among the low NA
group, short-term variations increased significantly from
morning to afternoon. The number of fHR accelerations
in the high NA group was significantly higher than in
the low NA group (F=6.40, P=0.01) (Fig. 1C). Similar to
short-term variations, durations of high-HR variability
episodes remained unchanged in the high NA group,
while it increased significantly in the low NA group
between the morning and afternoon sessions (F=7.36,
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P=0.009) (Fig. 1E). Long-term variations did not differ
between NA groups (F=0.54, P=0.46) (Fig. 1D).
Figure 2 illustrates fetal movements, heart rate and
heart rate variability across low and high positive affect
groups. Once again there were no statistically significant
differences in fetal movements or basal heart rate between
groups (Fig. 2A and 2F). There were also no statistically
significant differences in short-term variability, long-term
variation, and duration of high variability (Fig. 2B, 2D,
2E). However, there were significant time-group interactions in fHR accelerations (F=10.5, P=0.002). The high
PA group showed very little change between morning
and afternoon sessions, while the low PA group showed
a statistically significant increase in fHR accelerations
between the morning and afternoon session (Fig. 2C).
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Figure 1. Means of: basal fetal heart rate (A); short-term variability (B); fetal heart rate accelerations (C); long-term variation
(D); duration of high variability (E); and fetal movements/h (F) in the low and high NA group

A

B

C

D

E

F

*p<0.05; **Group-time interaction significantly different from corresponding AM value

Table 2. Mean and standard deviations for: umbilical artery pulsatility index (PI); mean uterine artery (UtA) PI; Middle Cerebral
Artery (MCA) PI; MCA mean flow velocity (MVC); MCA vessel cross-sectional area; and MCA artery blood flow, in the low and high
negative and positive affect groups.
Negative affect

Positive affect

Variable

Low

High

P-value

Low

High

P-value

Umbilical artery PI

0.93 (0.13)

0.90 (0.17)

0.40

0.93 (0.13)

0.90 (0.17)

0.54

MCA PI

1.73 (0.35)

1.74 (0.30)

0.97

1.73(0.35)

1.74 (0.30)

0.63

MCA MVC (cm/s)

27.9 (.6)

26.4 (5.8)

0.28

27.9 (6.6)

26.4 (5.8)

0.67

MCA area (cm2)

0.10 (0.05)

0.10 (0.03)

0.93

0.10 (0.05)

0.10 (0.03)

0.36

MCA flow

167.6 (114.4)

158.9 (78.9)

0.60

167.6 (114.4)

158.9 (78.9)

0.66

Middle cerebral, umbilical and uterine artery
flow characteristics

Table 2 presents mean middle cerebral artery (MCA)
pulsatility index, MCA flow velocity, MCA vessel crosssectional area, and MCA total artery blood flow. There
were no significant differences in any of these measures
across groups, nor were there any significant time-group
interactions. Table 2 also illustrates the umbilical artery
pulsatility index. There were no significant differences

in any of these measures across groups, nor were there
any significant time-group interactions (P>0.05).
Figure 3 illustrates uterine artery mean blood flow
velocity, volume flow, pulsatility index and vessel crosssectional area. In fetuses of mothers with high PA mean
uterine artery blood flow velocity was significantly higher
than in fetuses of mothers with low PA (F=6.03, P=0.02),
and the decrease in UtA mean velocity flow between
morning and afternoon was significantly different in
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Figure 2. Means of: basal fetal heart rate (A); short-term variability (B); fetal heart rate accelerations (C); long-term variation
(D); duration of high variability (E); and fetal movements/h (F) in the low and high PA group

A

B

C

D

E

F

Note: * p<0.05; ** Group-time interaction significantly different from corresponding AM value

mothers with high PA (F=6.03, P=0.04) (Fig. 3B). Fetuses
of mothers with low NA had significantly higher UtA
volume flow than mothers with high NA (F=3.83, P=0.05),
and in both groups this appeared to decrease slightly
between morning and afternoon (Fig. 3C). Overall uterine
blood flow in the low and high NA groups when normalized to birth weight averaged 691.1±59.1 ml/kg and
345.5±27.0 ml/kg, respectively and were significantly
different (p<0.01). There was no difference in the uterine
artery pulsatility index by negative or positive affect (Fig.
3E, 3F). UtA vessel cross-sectional area (calculated from
the vessel diameter) was significantly lower in the high
NA group compared with the low NA group (P=0.04)
(Fig. 3G). There was no significant difference in UtA
vessel cross-sectional area between PA groups (P=0.70).
Discussion
We report that in a non-clinical cohort (i.e., non-psychiatric setting) a mother’s affect, measured using the
Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS), was associ114

ated with differences in fHR characteristics and uterine
flow measures at 36 weeks gestation. Among fetuses of
mothers reporting high levels of negative affect, there were
higher rates of accelerations compared with fetuses of
mothers who reported low NA. Although the higher rates
of accelerations were not associated with an increase in
fetal movements as perceived by the mother, this measure
may underestimate fetal movements (28). Among fetuses
of high NA mothers, there were no increases in fHR variability from morning to afternoon that had occurred in
the low NA groups. This included measures of short-term
variability and the duration of high variability episodes.
Among fetuses of mothers reporting high levels of positive
affect, there was also less variability between morning
and afternoon for fHR accelerations, than among fetuses
whose mother reported low positive affect.
Among mothers reporting high NA, uterine artery
mean volume flow was lower and stayed lower across the
day. Mothers with high PA had higher UtA mean velocity flow across the day and showed a larger change from
morning to afternoon session than mothers with low PA.
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Figure 3. Uterine artery mean blood flow velocity according to NA (A) and PA (B), mean volume flow according to NA (C) and PA
(D), uterine pulsatility index according to NA (E) and PA (F), and mean vessel cross-sectional area presented as a mean according
to NA (G) and PA (H)

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

*p<0.05; **Group-time interaction significantly different from corresponding AM value

Uterine artery cross-sectional area was also significantly
lower in mothers with high NA compared to mothers
reporting low NA.
Our finding of increased fHR variability across the
study day in the fetuses whose mothers reported low NA
is consistent with the typical diurnal variation in fHR that
has been previously reported in the near-term human fetus
(23, 29). While an exact mechanism involved in humans
is not evident, in pregnant sheep the maternal melatonin
rhythm influences fetal rhythms in activity, behavior and
cardiovascular function via placental transfer (30, 31). It

is unclear why the fHR variables in the high NA group
did not show the same morning to afternoon pattern;
however, we have long known that there is a link between
mood disorders that present with high levels of negative
emotions and circadian rhythm disturbances (32, 33).
The lower value of uterine blood flow in the high NA
group compared to the low NA group was due to reduced
values of both mean uterine artery blood flow velocity and
uterine artery cross-sectional area, the two determinants
of volume flow. These differences may be related to the
changes in uterine blood flow during pregnancy. Although
115
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total uterine blood flow increases progressively during
gestation, uterine blood flow normalized to fetal weight
decreases progressively from at least 20 weeks gestation
(34). This decline in relative blood flow is associated with
progressive decreases in pro-angiogenic (placental growth
factor) and increases in anti-angiogenic (soluble endoglin
and soluble VEGF receptor-1) factors in maternal blood
with advancing gestation (35), suggesting a decrease in
placental angiogenesis. Fowles et al. (36) have reported
that maternal serum levels of VEGF (another pro-angiogenic factor) had a negative relationship with Center for
Epidemiologic Studies – Depression scale in low income
women. Furthermore, Helbig et al. (37) found a reduction in fetal weight normalized umbilical venous volume
flow with no change in umbilical arterial pulsatility index
in relation to increasing maternal psychological distress.
They also found no changes in uterine artery pulsatility
index, suggesting the volume flow rather than vascular
resistance indices is a more important variable to measure
in such studies. In the current study the lower value of
uterine blood flow in the high NA group was not associated with a lower birth weight. However, birth weight is
a poor indicator of fetal growth; rather it is the extent to
which individual fetuses meet their growth potential that
is more important (38).
A number of key limitations need mentioning. First, we
assumed the mood differences were the main independent
variables, and randomization between the groups was
not possible. As a result, not accounting for unmeasured
maternal illness characteristics may have contributed
to an ascertainment bias. Second, our sample size was
small and there were frequently differences between the
groups that did not reach statistical significance. Further
research should examine the effect of maternal affect on
fetal vascular and fHR in a larger sample. Finally, we did
have two mothers who delivered before 37 weeks, but
their blood flow measures were not significantly different
from the mothers who delivered after 37 weeks, making
it unlikely that we observed early signs of preterm labor.
It is possible that the PANAS measurements may suffer
from some social desirability bias; however, as there is
considerable variation in scores, and many mothers who
reported high negative affect and low positive affect, we
consider the possibility of social desirability bias unlikely.
While we excluded mothers who suffered from significant
maternal, obstetrical and fetal conditions, it is possible
that there were differences in maternal health status across
the affect groups. Finally, we were also unable to examine
neonatal short- and long-term outcomes in this study.
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In summary, even in euthymic mothers, those who
report high levels of negative affect showed reduced
uterine artery flow, decreased fHR variability, an altered
diurnal pattern, and decreased uterine artery cross-sectional area. These findings suggest that even in the absence
of an Axis I MDD, maternal affect may impact on fetal
and uterine physiology. Further studies are needed to
examine the mechanisms that link maternal affect and
fetal cardiovascular function, as well as to investigate all
of the potentially relevant and interacting physiologic
variables. While we report no difference in birth weight,
birth length, head circumference, gestational age, and
1- and 5-minute Apgar scores of infants according to
maternal affect groups (Table 1), further research should
examine alternative neonatal outcomes. Implications for
maternal care during gestation remain to be determined.
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